Modern World History Andrea Finkelstein 4
Edition
This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this modern world
history andrea finkelstein 4 edition by online. You might not require more era to spend to
go to the book start as without difficulty as search for them. In some cases, you likewise get
not discover the declaration modern world history andrea finkelstein 4 edition that you are
looking for. It will enormously squander the time.
However below, behind you visit this web page, it will be as a result completely simple to
acquire as well as download guide modern world history andrea finkelstein 4 edition
It will not consent many era as we run by before. You can attain it even though exploit
something else at home and even in your workplace. fittingly easy! So, are you question? Just
exercise just what we have enough money below as skillfully as evaluation modern world
history andrea finkelstein 4 edition what you like to read!

English Economic Thought in the Seventeenth Century Seiichiro Ito 2020-11-06 In the
seventeenth century, England saw Holland as an economic power to learn from and compete
with. English Economic Thought in the Seventeenth Century: Rejecting the Dutch Model
analyses English economic discourse during this period, and explores the ways in which
England’s economy was shaped by the example of its Dutch rival. Drawing on an impressive
range of primary and secondary sources, the chapters explore four key areas of controversy
in order to illuminate the development of English economic thought at this time. These areas
include: the herring industry; the setting of interest rates; banking and funds; and land
registration and credit. The links between each of these debates are highlighted, and
attention is also given to the broader issues of international trade, social reform and credit.
This book is of strong interest to advanced students and researchers of the history of
economic thought, economic history and intellectual history.
The Invention of Improvement Paul Slack 2015 The idea of improvement - gradual and
cumulative betterment - was something new in 17th century England. It became
commonplace to assert that improvements in agriculture, industry, commerce, and social
welfare would bring infinite prosperity and happiness. The word improvement was itself new,
and since it had no equivalent in other languages, it gave the English a distinctive culture of
improvement which they took with them to Ireland, Scotland, and America. Slack explains the
political, intellectual, and economic circumstances which allowed notions of improvement to
take root.
Harmony and the Balance Andrea Finkelstein 2000-06-16 Neither their theoretical
achievements nor their failures can be understood without this context.".
The Company-State Philip J. Stern 2012-11-29 The Company-State offers a political and
intellectual history of the English East India Company in the century before its acquisition of
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territorial power. It argues the Company was no mere merchant, but a form of early modern,
colonial state and sovereign that laid the foundations for the British Empire in India.
Tragicomic Redemptions Valerie Forman 2013-03-26 In the early modern period, England
radically expanded its participation in an economy that itself was becoming increasingly
global. Yet less than twenty years after the highly profitable English East India Company
made its first voyage, England was suffering from an economic depression, blamed largely on
the shortage of coin necessary to exploit those very same profitable routes. How could there
be profit in the face of so much loss, and loss in the face of so much profit? In Tragicomic
Redemptions, Valerie Forman contends that three seemingly unrelated domains—the
development of new economic theories and practices, especially those related to global trade;
the discourses of Christian redemption; and the rise of tragicomedy as the stage's most
popular genre—were together crucial to the formulation of a new and paradoxical way of
thinking about loss and profit in relationship to one another. Forman reads plays—including
Shakespeare's Twelfth Night, The Merchant of Venice, Pericles, and The Winter's Tale,
Fletcher's The Island Princess, Massinger's The Renegado, and Webster's The Devil's LawCase—alongside a range of historical materials that provide a fuller picture of England's
participation in a global economy: the writings of the country's earliest economic theorists,
narrative accounts of merchants and captives in the Spice Islands and the Ottoman Empire,
and documents that detail the development of the English East India Company, the Levant
Company, and even the very idea of the joint-stock company. Unique in its dual focus on
literary form and economic practices, Tragicomic Redemptions both shows how concepts
fundamental to capitalism's existence, such as "free trade," and "investment," develop within
a global context and reveals the exceptional place of dramatic form as a participant in the
newly emerging, public discourse of economic theory.
Creating and Contesting Carolina Michelle LeMaster 2013-11-01 The essays in Creating
and Contesting Carolina shed new light on how the various peoples of the Carolinas
responded to the tumultuous changes shaping the geographic space that the British called
Carolina during the Proprietary period (1663–1719). In doing so, the essays focus attention
on some of the most important and dramatic watersheds in the history of British colonization
in the New World. These years brought challenging and dramatic changes to the region, such
as the violent warfare between British and Native Americans or British and Spanish, the noless dramatic development of the plantation system, and the decline of proprietary authority.
All involved contestation, whether through violence or debate. The very idea of a place called
Carolina was challenged by Native Americans, and many colonists and metropolitan
authorities differed in their visions for Carolina. The stakes were high in these contests
because they occurred in an early American world often characterized by brutal warfare,
rigid hierarchies, enslavement, cultural dislocation, and transoceanic struggles for power.
While Native Americans and colonists shed each other’s blood to define the territory on their
terms, colonists and officials built their own version of Carolina on paper and in the discourse
of early modern empires. But new tensions also provided a powerful incentive for political
and economic creativity. The peoples of the early Carolinas reimagined places,
reconceptualized cultures, realigned their loyalties, and adapted in a wide variety of ways to
the New World. Three major groups of peoples—European colonists, Native Americans, and
enslaved Africans—shared these experiences of change in the Carolinas, but their histories
have usually been written separately. These disparate but closely related strands of
scholarship must be connected to make the early Carolinas intelligible. Creating and
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Contesting Carolina brings together work relating to all three groups in this unique
collection.
Trade and Nation Emily Erikson 2021-06-29 In the seventeenth century, English economic
theorists lost interest in the moral status of exchange and became increasingly concerned
with the roots of national prosperity. This shift marked the origins of classical political
economy and provided the foundation for the contemporary discipline of economics. The
seventeenth-century revolution in economic thought fundamentally reshaped the way
economic processes have been interpreted and understood. In Trade and Nation, Emily
Erikson brings together historical, comparative, and computational methods to explain the
institutional forces that brought about this transformation. Erikson pinpoints how the rise of
the company form in confluence with the political marginalization of English merchants
created an opening for public argumentation over economic matters. Independent merchants,
who were excluded from state institutions and vast areas of trade, confronted the power and
influence of crown-endorsed chartered companies. Their distance from the halls of
government drove them to take their case to the public sphere. The number of merchantauthored economic texts rose as members of this class sought to show that their preferred
policies would contribute to the benefit of the state and commonwealth. In doing so, they
created and disseminated a new moral framework of growth, prosperity, and wealth for
evaluating economic behavior. By using computational methods to document these processes,
Trade and Nation provides both compelling evidence and a prototype for how methodological
innovations can help to provide new insights into large-scale social processes.
Power, Pleasure, and Profit David Wootton 2018-10-08 David Wootton guides us through
four centuries of Western thought to show how new ideas about politics, ethics, and
economics stepped into a gap opened up by religious conflict and the Scientific Revolution.
As ideas about godliness and Aristotelian virtue faded, theories about the rational pursuit of
power, pleasure, and profit moved to the fore.
Nature in the History of Economic Thought Nathaniel Wolloch 2016-10-04 From
antiquity to our own time those interested in political economy have with almost no
exceptions regarded the natural physical environment as a resource meant for human use.
Focusing on the period 1600-1850, and paying particular attention to major figures including
Adam Smith, T.R. Malthus, David Ricardo and J.S. Mill, this book provides a detailed
overview of the intellectual history of the economic consideration of nature from antiquity to
modern times. It shows how even someone like Mill, who was clearly influenced by romantic
notions regarding the spiritual need for contact with pristine nature, ultimately regarded it as
an economic resource. Building on existing scholarship, this study demonstrates how the rise
of modern sensitivity to nature, from the late eighteenth century in particular, was in fact a
dialectical reaction to the growing distance of modern urban civilization from the natural
environment. As such, the book offers an unprecedentedly detailed overview of the
intellectual history of economic considerations of nature, whilst underlining how the history
of this topic has been remarkably consistent.
Representing Public Credit Natalie Roxburgh 2015-12-22 Public credit was controversial
in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century England. It entailed new ways of thinking about the
individual in relation to the State and was for many reasons a site of cultural negotiation and
debate. At the same time, it required commitment from participants in order to function.
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Some of the debates relating to public credit, whose success was tied up in the way it was
represented, find their way into contemporary fiction – in particular the eighteenth-century
novel. This book reads eighteenth-century fiction alongside works of political economy in
order to offer a new perspective on credible commitment and the rise of a credit economy
facilitated by public credit. Works by authors such as Daniel Defoe, Samuel Richardson, and
Frances Burney are explored alongside lesser-known fictional texts, including some early itnarratives and novels of sensibility, to give a fully rounded view of the perception of public
credit within England and its wider cultural and social implications. Strategies for
representing public credit, the book argues, can be seen as contributing to the development
of the English novel, a type of fiction whose emphasis on the individual can also be read as
helping to produce a certain type of person, the modern financial subject. This
interdisciplinary book draws from economic history and literary/cultural studies in order to
make connections between the development of finance and an important facet of modern
Western culture, the novel.
New Perspectives on Malthus Robert J. Mayhew 2016-06-20 Marking the 250th
anniversary of his birth, this wide-ranging, interdisciplinary study reassesses Thomas
Malthus's contested achievements and legacies.
Mapping Gendered Routes and Spaces in the Early Modern World Merry E. Wiesner-Hanks
2016-03-03 How did gender figure in understandings of spatial realms, from the inner spaces
of the body to the furthest reaches of the globe? How did women situate themselves in the
early modern world, and how did they move through it, in both real and imaginary locations?
How do new disciplinary and geographic connections shape the ways we think about the
early modern world, and the role of women and men in it? These are the questions that guide
this volume, which includes articles by a select group of scholars from many disciplines: Art
History, Comparative Literature, English, German, History, Landscape Architecture, Music,
and Women's Studies. Each essay reaches across fields, and several are written by
interdisciplinary groups of authors. The essays also focus on many different places, including
Rome, Amsterdam, London, and Paris, and on texts and images that crossed the Atlantic and
the Mediterranean, or that portrayed real and imagined people who did. Many essays
investigate topics key to the ’spatial turn’ in various disciplines, such as borders and their
permeability, actual and metaphorical spatial crossings, travel and displacement, and the
built environment.
Harmony and the Balance Andrea Lynne Finkelstein 2009-12-21 Frequently the
achievements of pioneering economic writers are assessed by imposing contemporary
theories of markets, economics, politics, and history. At last, here is a book that appraises the
work of the leading English economic writers of the seventeenth century using intellectual
concepts of the time, rather than present-day analytical models, in order to place their
economic theories in context. In an analysis that tracks the Stuart century, Andrea
Finkelstein traces the progress of such figures as Gerard de Malynes, William Petty, John
Locke, and Charles Davenant by inviting us into the great trading companies and halls of
parliament where we relive the debates over the coinage, the interest rate, and the nature of
money. Furthermore, we see them model their works on the latest developments in
physiology, borrow ideas from bookkeeping, and argue over the nature of numbers in an
effort to construct a market theory grounded in objective moral value. This comprehensive
approach clarifies the relationship between the century's economic ideas and its intellectual
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thought so that, in the end, readers will be able to judge for themselves whether this really
was the age of the Capitalist Geist. Finkelstein has crafted her book to be both inclusive and
interdisciplinary by skillfully integrating biography, political history, economic history, and
intellectual theory as well as the economic heritage of its subjects. While the concepts are far
from simple, Finkelstein's adroit style presents her analysis in an extremely accessible
manner. Andrea Finkelstein is Assistant Professor of History, City University of New York.
Sick Economies Jonathan Gil Harris 2013-07-17 From French Physiocrat theories of the
blood-like circulation of wealth to Adam Smith's "invisible hand" of the market, the body has
played a crucial role in Western perceptions of the economic. In Renaissance culture,
however, the dominant bodily metaphors for national wealth and economy were derived from
the relatively new language of infectious disease. Whereas traditional Galenic medicine had
understood illness as a state of imbalance within the body, early modern writers increasingly
reimagined disease as an invasive foreign agent. The rapid rise of global trade in the
sixteenth century, and the resulting migrations of people, money, and commodities across
national borders, contributed to this growing pathologization of the foreign; conversely, the
new trade-inflected vocabularies of disease helped writers to represent the contours of
national and global economies. Grounded in scrupulous analyses of cultural and economic
history, Sick Economies: Drama, Mercantilism, and Disease in Shakespeare's England teases
out the double helix of the pathological and the economic in two seemingly disparate spheres
of early modern textual production: drama and mercantilist writing. Of particular interest to
this study are the ways English playwrights, such as Shakespeare, Jonson, Heywood,
Massinger, and Middleton, and mercantilists, such as Malynes, Milles, Misselden, and Mun,
rooted their conceptions of national economy in the language of disease. Some of these
diseases—syphilis, taint, canker, plague, hepatitis—have subsequently lost their economic
connotations; others—most notably consumption—remain integral to the modern economic
lexicon but have by and large shed their pathological senses. Breaking new ground by
analyzing English mercantilism primarily as a discursive rather than an ideological or
economic system, Sick Economies provides a compelling history of how, even in our own
time, defenses of transnational economy have paradoxically pathologized the foreign. In the
process, Jonathan Gil Harris argues that what we now regard as the discrete sphere of the
economic cannot be disentangled from seemingly unrelated domains of Renaissance culture,
especially medicine and the theater.
Digressive Voices in Early Modern English Literature Anne Cotterill 2004-02-19
Digressive Voices in Early Modern English Literature looks afresh at major nondramatic texts
by Donne, Marvell, Browne, Milton, and Dryden, whose digressive speakers are haunted by
personal and public uncertainty. To digress in seventeenth-century England carried a range
of meaning associated with deviation or departure from a course, subject, or standard. This
book demonstrates that early modern writers trained in verbal contest developed richly
labyrinthine voices thatcaptured the ambiguities of political occasion and aristocratic
patronage while anatomizing enemies and mourning personal loss. Anne Cotterill turns
current sensitivity toward the silenced voice to argue that rhetorical amplitude might suggest
anxieties about speech and attack for men forced to be competitiveyet circumspect as they
made their voices heard.
1688 Steven C. A. Pincus 2009-09-29 Examines England's Glorious Revolution of 1688-1689
through a broad geographical and chronological framework, discussing its repercussions at
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home and abroad and why the subsequent ideological break with the past makes it the first
modern revolution.
Corporate Culture Liam D. Haydon 2018-08-06 The corporation – an immortal collective
bound to act for the common good – was developed in the seventeenth century, but
comparatively little attention has been paid to its literary ramifications. This work combines
corporate history with literary analysis to demonstrate how corporations, and the literature
they engendered, shaped ideas of the public sphere, trust, the morality of trade and
exchange, national identity, and salvation. Drawing on a wide range of genres – including
corporate publications, letters, and minute books; dramatic works; epic poetry and sermons –
this study shows how widely corporate rhetoric spread, and how embedded it was in the early
modern social imagination.
The Grammar of Profit Andrea Finkelstein 2006-01-26 This study uses the evolving
meaning of "profit" in religious, political, economic, and social discourse to reveal the
relationship between the prevailing concept of "just profit" and contemporary reactions to the
Sixteenth-Century Price Revolution in Europe.
Human Empire Ted McCormick 2022-04-30 "This book traces two transformations in early
modern English thinking about the governance of populations. The first, spanning the Tudor
and early Stuart eras, was a shift in emphasis in defining the real object of demographic
knowledge and intervention. While sixteenth-century engagements with what we would
consider demographic entities and processes tended to identify particular, qualitatively
defined groups (referred to here as "multitudes" to distinguish them from "population" as a
quantity) as their units of analysis, by the middle decades of the seventeenth century
something much closer to the national population, as a total and knowable number of people,
had come to the fore"-Money, Morality, and Culture in Late Medieval and Early Modern Europe Juliann M. Vitullo
2010 One of the first volumes to explore the intersection of economics, morality, and culture,
this collection analyzes the role of the developing monetary economy in Western Europe from
the twelfth to the seventeenth century. The contributors--scholars from the fields of history,
literature, art history and musicology--explore how money infiltrated every aspect of everyday
life, modified notions of social identity, and encouraged debates about ethical uses of wealth.
Insomnia Eluned Summers-Bremner 2008-02-27 This cultural, historical, and scientific
exploration of sleeplessness by Eluned Summers-Bremner begins with the literature of
ancient times, and finds its sufferers in prominent texts such as the Iliad, the Odyssey, the
Mesopotamian epic Gilgamesh, and the Bible. Moving to Romantic and Gothic literature, she
shows how sleeplessness continued to play a large role as the advent of street lighting in the
nineteenth century inspired the fantastical blurring of daytime reality and night visions and
authors connected insomnia to the ephemeral worlds of nightmares and the sublime.
Meanwhile, throughout the ages insomnia has been variously categorized by the medical
community as a manifestation of a deeper psychological or physical malady. Today’s medical
solutions tend to involve prescription drugs—but, as Insomnia reveals, important questions
linger about the role of the pharmaceutical industry and the effectiveness of such treatments.
“Summers-Bremner’s account of literary usages of insomnia, from Gilgamesh to Garcia
Márquez, is a rich one, sufficient to make the case that insomnia is a recurrent theme in
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Western culture.”––Wall Street Journal “A whimsical tour of the history of how different
cultures have viewed not only insomnia but also the night itself, sleep, dreams, darkness, and
activities that occur in the dark.”—New England Journal of Medicine “Summers-Bremner’s
excellent account of insomnia shows that the consideration of our waking moments is
indicative of the changing ways we think about life.”—Financial Times Magazine
Freedom and Capitalism in Early Modern Europe Philipp Robinson Rössner 2020-10-12
This book hinges upon ideas and discourses variously known under labels such as
“Mercantilism” and “Cameralism”. Often viewed as antithesis of capitalism, inclusive
institutions and good economy in the “West”, this book re-assembles them and builds them
into a coherent origin story of modern capitalism. It explores the field of intellectual and
conceptual history, especially the history of Renaissance and Mercantilism in a longer history
of capitalism. Rather than hindrances, the author argues that Mercantilist and Cameralist
political economies presented essential stepping stones of modern capitalism, in Britain and
beyond. This book will be of interest to academics and students in general economic history,
the history of capitalism, economic development and the history of economic thought.
The Problem of Profit Michael Genovese 2019-11-06 Attacks against the pursuit of profit in
eighteenth-century Britain have been largely read as reactions against market activity in
general or as critiques of financial innovation. In The Problem of Profit, however, Michael
Genovese contends that such rejections of profit derive not from a distaste for moneymaking
itself but from a distaste for individualism. In the aftermath of the late seventeenth-century
Financial Revolution, literature linked the concept of sympathy to the public-minded
economic ideals of the past to resist the rising individualism of capitalism. This study places
literary works at the center of eighteenth-century debates about how to harmonize exchanges
of feeling and exchanges of finance, highlighting representations of communitarian, affective
profit-making in georgic poetry as well as in the work of Joseph Addison, Daniel Defoe,
Richard Steele, Sarah Fielding, Henry Fielding, David Hume, Samuel Johnson, and Laurence
Sterne, among others. Investigating commercial treatises, novels, poetry, periodicals, and
philosophy, Genovese argues that authors conjured alternatives to private accumulation that
might counter the isolating tendencies of impersonal exchange. However, even as emotional
language and economic language arose together in the 1700s, the attendant aspiration to
form a communitarian economy in Britain was not fulfilled. By recovering an approach to
moneymaking that failed to thrive, The Problem of Profit argues for the relevance of an
unfamiliar narrative of capitalistic thought to today’s anxiety over the discord between
personal ambition and public good.
Performing Economic Thought Bradley Ryner 2013-12-17 This study examines the structural
similarities between English mercantile treatises and drama c1600-1642. Bradley D. Ryner
analyses the representational conventions of plays and mercantile treatises written between
the chartering of the English East India Company in 1600 and the closing of the public
playhouses at the outset of the English Civil War in 1642. He shows that playwrights'
manipulation of specific elements of theatrical representation - such as metaphor, props,
dramatic character, stage space, audience interaction, and genre - exacerbated the tension
between the aspects of the world taken into account by a particular representation and those
aspects that it neglects.
Social Thought in England, 1480-1730 A.L. Beier 2016-02-05 Authorities ranging from
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philosophers to politicians nowadays question the existence of concepts of society, whether in
the present or the past. This book argues that social concepts most definitely existed in late
medieval and early modern England, laying the foundations for modern models of society.
The book analyzes social paradigms and how they changed in the period. A pervasive
medieval model was the "body social," which imagined a society of three estates – the clergy,
the nobility, and the commonalty – conjoined by interdependent functions, arranged in static
hierarchies based upon birth, and rejecting wealth and championing poverty. Another model
the book describes as "social humanist," that fundamentally questioned the body social,
advancing merit over birth, mobility over stasis, and wealth over poverty. The theory of the
body social was vigorously articulated between the 1480s and the 1550s. Parts of the old
metaphor actually survived beyond 1550, but alternative models of social humanist thought
challenged the body concept in the period, advancing a novel paradigm of merit, mobility,
and wealth. The book’s methodology focuses on the intellectual context of a variety of
contemporary texts.
The Mighty Experiment Seymour Drescher 2002-04-11 By the mid-eighteenth century, the
transatlantic slave trade was considered to be a necessary and stabilizing factor in the
capitalist economies of Europe and the expanding Americas. Britain was the most influential
power in this system which seemed to have the potential for unbounded growth. In 1833, the
British empire became the first to liberate its slaves and then to become a driving force
toward global emancipation. There has been endless debate over the reasons behind this
decision. This has been portrayed on the one hand as a rational disinvestment in a foundering
overseas system, and on the other as the most expensive per capita expenditure for colonial
reform in modern history. In this work, Seymour Drescher argues that the plan to end British
slavery, rather than being a timely escape from a failing system, was, on the contrary, the
crucial element in the greatest humanitarian achievement of all time. The Mighty Experiment
explores how politicians, colonial bureaucrats, pamphleteers, and scholars taking anti-slavery
positions validated their claims through rational scientific arguments going beyond moral and
polemical rhetoric, and how the infiltration of the social sciences into this political debate
was designed to minimize agitation on both sides and provide common ground. Those at the
inception of the social sciences, such as Adam Smith and Thomas Malthus, helped to develop
these tools to create an argument that touched on issues of demography, racism, and political
economy. By the time British emancipation became legislation, it was being treated as a
massive social experiment, whose designs, many thought, had the potential to change the
world. This study outlines the relationship of economic growth to moral issues in regard to
slavery, and will appeal to scholars of British history, nineteenth century imperial history, the
history of slavery, and those interested in the history of human rights.
The Invention of Sustainability Paul Warde 2018-07-31 The issue of sustainability, and the
idea that economic growth and development might destroy its own foundations, is one of the
defining political problems of our era. This ground breaking study traces the emergence of
this idea, and demonstrates how sustainability was closely linked to hopes for growth, and
the destiny of expanding European states, from the sixteenth century. Weaving together
aspirations for power, for economic development and agricultural improvement, and ideas
about forestry, climate, the sciences of the soil and of life itself, this book sets out how new
knowledge and metrics led people to imagine both new horizons for progress, but also the
possibility of collapse. In the nineteenth century, anxieties about sustainability, often driven
by science, proliferated in debates about contemporary and historical empires and the
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American frontier. The fear of progress undoing itself confronted society with finding ways to
live with and manage nature.
Menials Kristina Booker 2017-11-20 Menials explores major changes in eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century British culture and society by examining how writers used
representations of domestic servants to characterize and observe those changes. This book
contextualizes fiction with economic theory and conduct texts, periodicals, and estate papers
to demonstrate how “the servant problem” enabled Britons to work through a larger crisis in
the representation of social and national subjectivity.
Merchant Cultures 2022-01-31 The way merchants trade, think about business and represent
commerce in art forms define merchant culture. The world between 1500 and 1800
encompassed different merchant cultures that stood alone and in contact with others.
Culture, power relations and institutions framed similarities and differences and outlined the
global outcome of these exchanges.
The Social Life of Money in the English Past Deborah Valenze 2006-05-15 A study of how
people understood and used money from 1630 to 1800 in England. Deborah Valenze shows
how money became involved in relations between people in ways that moved beyond what we
understand as its purely economic functions.
Encyclopedia of World Geography R. W. McColl 2005-01-01 Presents a comprehensive
guide to the geography of the world, with world maps and articles on cartography, notable
explorers, climate and more.
The End of Satisfaction Heather Hirschfeld 2014-04-17 In The End of Satisfaction, Heather
Hirschfeld recovers the historical specificity and the conceptual vigor of the term
"satisfaction" during the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. Focusing on the term’s
significance as an organizing principle of Christian repentance, she examines the ways in
which Shakespeare and his contemporaries dramatized the consequences of its re- or devaluation in the process of Reformation doctrinal change. The Protestant theology of
repentance, Hirschfeld suggests, underwrote a variety of theatrical plots "to set things right"
in a world shorn of the prospect of "making enough" (satisfacere). Hirschfeld’s semantic
history traces today’s use of "satisfaction"—as an unexamined measure of inward
gratification rather than a finely nuanced standard of relational exchange—to the pressures
on legal, economic, and marital discourses wrought by the Protestant rejection of the
Catholic sacrament of penance (contrition, confession, satisfaction) and represented
imaginatively on the stage. In so doing, it offers fresh readings of the penitential economies
of canonical plays including Dr. Faustus, The Revenger’s Tragedy, The Merchant of Venice,
and Othello; considers the doctrinal and generic importance of lesser-known plays including
Enough Is as Good as a Feast and Love’s Pilgrimage; and opens new avenues into the study
of literature and repentance in early modern England.
Knowledge and the Public Interest, 1575–1725
Intellectual History of Economic Normativities Mikkel Thorup 2016-06-20 The book
investigates the many ways that economic and moral reasoning interact, overlap and conflict
both historically and at present. The book explores economic and moral thinking as a
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historically contingent pair using the concept of economic normativities. The contributors use
case studies including economic practices, such as trade and finance and tax and famine
reforms in the British colonies to explore the intellectual history of how economic and moral
issues interrelate.
God, Duty and Community in English Economic Life, 1660-1720 Brodie Waddell 2012 The
English economy underwent profound changes in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,
yet the worldly affairs of ordinary people continued to be shaped as much by traditional
ideals and moral codes as by material conditions. This book explores the economic
implications of many of the era's key concepts, including Christian stewardship, divine
providence, patriarchal power, paternal duty, local community, and collective identity. Brodie
Waddell draws on a wide range of contemporary sources - from ballads and pamphlets to
pauper petitions and guild regulations - to show that such ideas pervaded every aspect of
social and economic relations during this crucial period. Previous discussions of English
economic life have tended to ignore or dismiss the influence of cultural factors. By contrast,
Waddell argues that popular beliefs about divine will, social duty and communal bonds
remained the frame through which most people viewed vital 'earthly' concerns such as food
marketing, labour relations, trade policy, poor relief, and many others. This innovative study,
demonstrating both the vibrancy and the diversity of the 'moral economies' of the later Stuart
period, represents a significant contribution to our understanding of early modern society. It
will be essential reading for all early modern British economic and cultural historians. Brodie
Waddell is Leverhulme Early Career Fellow at the University of Cambridge. He has published
on preaching, local government, the landscape and other aspects of early modern society.
Commercial Republicanism in the Dutch Golden Age Arthur Weststeijn 2011-12-23 This
book is the first comprehensive study of the radical political thought of the brothers Johan
and Pieter de la Court, two eminent theorists from the seventeenth-century Dutch Republic
who played a pivotal role in the rise of commercial republicanism.
Economic Growth and the Origins of Modern Political Economy Philipp R. Rössner
2016-05-12 Economic Growth and the Origins of Modern Political Economy addresses the
intellectual foundations of modern economic growth and European industrialization. Through
an examination both of the roots of European industrialization and of the history of economic
ideas, this book presents a uniquely broad examination of the origins of modern political
economy. This volume asks what can we learn from ‘old’ theories in terms of our
understanding of history, our economic fate today, and the prospects for the modern world’s
poorest countries. Spanning across the past five hundred years, this book brings together
leading international contributors offering comparative perspectives with countries outside of
Europe in order to place the evolution of modern economic knowledge into a broader
reference framework. It integrates economic discourse and the intellectual history of political
economy with more empirical studies in economic history and the history of science. In doing
so, this innovative volume presents a coherent and innovative new strategy towards a
reconfiguration of the history of modern political economy. This book is suitable for those
who study history of economic thought, economic history or European history.
Mercantilism Reimagined Philip J. Stern 2014 This volume of collected essays takes a new
approach to this problematic subject by rethinking its broad foundations. From a variety of
perspectives, its authors situate mercantilism against the backdrop of wider transformations
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in seventeenth-century Britain, Europe, and the Atlantic, from the scientific revolution to the
expansion of empire.-Money in the German-speaking Lands Mary Lindemann 2017-08-01 Money is more than
just a medium of financial exchange: across time and place, it has performed all sorts of
cultural, political, and social functions. This volume traces money in German-speaking Europe
from the late Renaissance until the close of the twentieth century, exploring how people have
used it and endowed it with multiple meanings. The fascinating studies gathered here
collectively demonstrate money’s vast symbolic and practical significance, from its place in
debates about religion and the natural world to its central role in statecraft and the formation
of national identity.
Jealousy of Trade Istvan Hont 2005 "The author focuses on Adam Smith and his
contemporaries, who pondered these issues, particularly the nature and development of
commercial society. They attempted to come to terms with the claim that, on the one hand,
the market was a decisive element in economic progress, and, on the other, that its workings
depended upon the release of the immoral desires of fallen men and that its consequences
were socially and politically destabilizing. Hont reconstructs the salient features of this
controversy between the proponents of market sociability and its most trenchant critics. In
doing so, he has helped to locate historically the most important arguments at the heart of
the emergence of modernity."--Jacket.
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